ASA Executive Board Meeting: Tuesday, March 1, 2005

Attendance
Present: Katie, Jen, James, James, Mike, Janet, LaRuth, Ken
Excused absences: Hannah, Artis
Unexcused absences: --

New group recognitions
Office hours were not held this week. They will be held next week, on Tuesday, March 8th at 5pm in the UA Office.

Motions
No motions were made during this meeting.

Agenda
1. CPW
   - April 7th – 10th
2. Upcoming GBM
   - Elections: will be on a Tuesday at 7pm on either April 5th or April 12th; at this meeting, there will be elections as well as updates for the student groups; we need to put together an agenda for this meeting; we will also have FYSM and Midway dates to inform the student groups of; there also need to be meetings to talk about student group recruitment rules for orientation
   - Recruitment rules discussion: exist to prevent new students from being inundated and because upperclassman aren’t necessarily on campus when freshmen first begin to arrive on campus…need to clarify rules that apply during the summer (gray area); students were complaining about getting phone calls from student groups – this is inappropriate
   - If a group meets students during CPW, that can contact those students over the summer; further restrictions are yet to be determined – we had a significant discussion about this; some board members believe that no student groups recruitment rules should exist, others believe that they are in place for the sake of the incoming freshman, that they are not overwhelmed upon arrival to campus
3. Updates on the Bylaws
   - Tomorrow is the GSC meeting where Bylaws will be voted on (5:30-6:30) on the 2nd floor of Walker
4. HAPA Club
   - they talked to MIT’s mixed, they said they didn’t have it together; the asa is trying to move away from these specific groups; if the group was based more on the celebration of cultural, that would contribute to being open to students of various heritages being involved in the group;
   - We’re going to invite Sarah to come back to office hours next week – to ask questions about “hapa” specifically – would she be okay with including different half-Asian cultures?